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Case IH Adds to Farmall Tractor Lineup

NEWS RELEASE

New tractor models give the performance producers need without breaking the budget

RACINE, Wisconsin (August 28, 2018)
A new level of cab comfort is now available in a smaller size with the release of Case IH Farmall ® utility
A series — models 55A, 65A and 75A. These new models help fill out the Case IH entry-level Farmall
lineup with cab and non-cab options, delivering the strength and productivity needed for any job in any
weather.
“Case IH is building on the Farmall legacy with a lineup that meets demands for chores around the
farm,” said Denny Stroo, Case IH Farmall tractor marketing manager. “Farmall utility tractors are
dependable workhorses suitable for a multitude of uses, proven by the fact that more than 2 million
Farmall tractors have been sold around the world.”

Caption: Whatever the task, producers can count on Farmall® tractors for reliable, fuel-efficient
horsepower and multitasking flexibility.
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Smart and rugged utility tractors
Engineered with evenly distributed weight in all the right places — from heavy-duty powertrain
components to the axle and transmission design to engine displacement.

The electronically controlled 2.9-L engines feature 3 cylinders and a tunnel block design that ensures
ruggedness and easy maintenance. With Case IH FPT engines, Farmall utility A series tractors feature a
simple, straightforward 8F x 8R easy-to-operate mechanical transmission. Also available is an optional
12F x 12R power shuttle, delivering simplicity and efficiency to loader work.

Comfort and versatility unite
With the expanded lineup of Farmall utility 55A, 65A and 75A tractors, producers can now choose
between cab and non-cab models. The enhanced cab comfort means long days pass more quickly and
are often more productive. Plus, producers can enjoy a spacious, climate-controlled cab with a
mechanical contoured seat and tilt steering wheel that adjusts to create a personalized fit for each
operator. An optional air ride feature elevates riding comfort.

Operation of the Farmall utility A tractors is further upgraded with new wrap-around lighting and movable
dynamic fenders, improving turning radius for greater tractor maneuverability. Plus, telescopic stabilizers
and optional flex-end lower links keep implements steady and provide ease of implement installation.

A family of Farmall tractor options
The release of the new Farmall utility A tractors builds on the full lineup of Case IH tractors. Whether
rolling up round bales, keeping the yard manicured or powering a grain auger, Case IH Farmall tractors
— ranging from 35 engine horsepower to 140 engine horsepower* — give you a hardworking, reliable
option that’s right for your operation.

For more information in North America, visit your local Case IH dealer or www.caseih.com.
*At the rated engine speed of 2300 ERPM
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Case IH is a global leader in agricultural equipment, committed to collaborating with its customers to develop the most powerful,
productive, reliable equipment — designed to meet today’s agricultural challenges. With headquarters in the United States,
Case IH has a network of dealers and distributors that operates in over 160 countries. Case IH provides agricultural equipment
systems, flexible financial service offerings and parts and service support for professional farmers and commercial operators
through a dedicated network of professional dealers and distributors. Productivity-enhancing products include tractors; combines
and harvesters; hay and forage equipment; tillage tools; planting and seeding systems; sprayers and applicators; site-specific
farming tools; and utility vehicles. Case IH is a brand of CNH Industrial N.V. (NYSE: CNHI / MI: CNHI).
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